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Manufacturer:

Product:

Type/model

NPO Tvertorgmash, LLC DBA RoboLabs
íí Industrialnaya str., Tver
Russian Fedeľation

Vortex popcorn machine

VPM-RM4, VPM-RM4LT

This conformity certificate approves the complĺance of the product with essential safety requirements
of the following EC/EU New Approach Directives as amended:

20061 42lEC Machinery Directive
2014I35IEU Low Voltage Diľective
2014l30lEU EMC Diľective

European harmonized standards used for the conformity assessment:

EN ISO 121002201A,EN 1672-2:2005+A1:2009, EN ISO 13857:2008, EN ISO 14120:2016,
EN lso 1411812018' EN 60204_1:2006lA1:2009/AC:20ĺ0' EN 6í000-6-2:2005/AC:2005,
EN 6í 000-6 4:2007 I A1 :201 1

The certificate has been issued on the basis of the tests of the product type sample. The results are
recorded in the Conformity assessment report 190500'12511 dated 30.07.2019.

C€ mark can be used only in the case of conformity assessment according to all relevant EC/EU Directives

This certificate is issued under the following conditions:
The certĺficate applies to the product type and its variations specified in the above mentioned Conformity Assessment report'
The pľoduction process/factory production control is not covered by this certificate.
The certificate does not imply that the certification body has peŕormed any surveillance or control of the production process.
The manufacturer shall ensure the confoľmity of subsequent pľoduction items with the certified type.
Changes that may have an impact on maintaining conformity with the certification requirements may require confiľmation of the
validity of the certificate by demonstrating compliance with the conditions under which the certificate was issued or by conducting an
additional evaluation.
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